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 Introduction
• Higgs discovery at LHC raises  many questions

– Is the new boson  the SM Higgs 
– Deviations from SM couplings?
– A probe of BSM
– Is it lightest Higgs in MSSM? fine tuning-problem
– Are there more light Higgses? 

• Here consider two possibilities 
– 125GeV Higgs is the heavy Higgs - another one at 100GeV
– LHC/Tevatron might not have seen the same Higgs: 

125-135GeV 
• No sign (yet) of supersymmetry at LHC
• Supersymmetry offers a good DM candidate, strong evidence 

for DM - motivation for beyond standard model
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• Higgs at LHC and  LEP
• Higgs in the NMSSM
• Two light Higgses 

– implications for LHC, DM ...
• Two Higgses at Tevatron and LHC

3

Outline
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Higgs at LHC
• July 4th 2012: ATLAS and CMS reported a signal consistent 

with a Higgs boson with mass
•  mh =125.3+/-0.4+/-0.5GeV (CMS) 
•       =126.0+/-0.4+/-0.4GeV (ATLAS)
• Such a mass can be reached in MSSM require large mixing in 

stop sector, fine-tuning
• Also measure the signal strength in various production/ decay 

channels : give indication whether the new particle is  a SM 
Higgs

• Results not precise enough yet : indications that signal 
strength is larger than expected in two-photon mode

• If this result is confirmed : precious information/constraints 
on physics beyond the standard model, e.g. challenge for 
MSSM
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CMS - Higgs results
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28 8 Conclusions

are allowed to vary independently. Thus the expected event yields in these channels are scaled

by independent factors, while the signal is assumed to be due to a particle with a unique mass

mX. The combined best-fit mass is mX = 125.3 ± 0.4 (stat.)± 0.5 (syst.)GeV.

7.3 Compatibility with the SM Higgs boson hypothesis

A first test of the compatibility of the observed boson with the SM Higgs boson is provided

by examination of the best-fit value for the common signal strength σ/σSM, obtained in a com-

bination of all search channels. Figure 18 shows a scan of the overall σ/σSM obtained in the

combination of all channels versus a hypothesised Higgs boson mass mH. The band corre-

sponds to the ±1 σ uncertainty (statistical and systematic). The excesses seen in the 7 TeV and

8 TeV data, and in their combination, around 125 GeV are consistent with unity within the ±1 σ
uncertainties. The observed σ/σSM value for an excess at 125.5 GeV in a combination of all

data is 0.87 ± 0.23. The different decay channels and data sets have been examined for self-

consistency. Figure 19 shows the measured values of σ/σSM results obtained for the different

decay modes. These results are consistent, within uncertainties, with the expectations for a SM

Higgs boson.
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Figure 17: The 68% CL contours for the signal strength σ/σSM versus the boson mass mX for the

untagged γγ, γγ with VBF-like dijet, 4�, and their combination. The symbol σ/σSM denotes the

production cross section times the relevant branching fractions, relative to the SM expectation.

In this combination, the relative signal strengths for the three decay modes are constrained by

the expectations for the SM Higgs boson.

8 Conclusions

Results are presented from searches for the standard model Higgs boson in proton-proton col-

lisions at
√

s = 7 and 8 TeV in the CMS experiment at the LHC, using data samples corre-

sponding to integrated luminosities of up to 5.1 fb
−1

at 7 TeV and 5.3 fb
−1

at 8 TeV. The search
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ATLAS - Higgs results
• Also has an excess in two-photon mode
• Results for signal strength relative SM combining all 

production modes
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Figure 9: The observed (solid) local p0 as a function of mH in the
low mass range. The dashed curve shows the expected local p0 under
the hypothesis of a SM Higgs boson signal at that mass with its ±1!
band. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the p-values corresponding
to significances of 1 to 6 !.

110–150GeV, which is approximately the mass range
not excluded at the 99% CL by the LHC combined SM
Higgs boson search [139] and the indirect constraints
from the global fit to precision electroweak measure-
ments [12].

9.3. Characterising the excess
The mass of the observed new particle is esti-

mated using the profile likelihood ratio "(mH) for
H!ZZ(")! 4# and H! $$, the two channels with the
highest mass resolution. The signal strength is al-
lowed to vary independently in the two channels, al-
though the result is essentially unchanged when re-
stricted to the SM hypothesis µ = 1. The leading
sources of systematic uncertainty come from the elec-
tron and photon energy scales and resolutions. The re-
sulting estimate for the mass of the observed particle is
126.0 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.4 (sys) GeV.
The best-fit signal strength µ̂ is shown in Fig. 7(c) as

a function of mH . The observed excess corresponds to
µ̂ = 1.4 ± 0.3 for mH = 126GeV, which is consistent
with the SM Higgs boson hypothesis µ = 1. A sum-
mary of the individual and combined best-fit values of
the strength parameter for a SM Higgs boson mass hy-
pothesis of 126GeV is shown in Fig. 10, while more
information about the three main channels is provided
in Table 7.
In order to test which values of the strength and

mass of a signal hypothesis are simultaneously consis-
tent with the data, the profile likelihood ratio "(µ,mH) is
used. In the presence of a strong signal, it will produce
closed contours around the best-fit point (µ̂, m̂H), while
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Figure 10: Measurements of the signal strength parameter µ for
mH=126GeV for the individual channels and their combination.

in the absence of a signal the contours will be upper
limits on µ for all values of mH .
Asymptotically, the test statistic #2 ln"(µ,mH) is dis-

tributed as a %2 distribution with two degrees of free-
dom. The resulting 68% and 95% CL contours for the
H! $$ and H!WW (")! #&#& channels are shown in
Fig. 11, where the asymptotic approximations have been
validated with ensembles of pseudo-experiments. Sim-
ilar contours for the H! ZZ(")! 4# channel are also
shown in Fig. 11, although they are only approximate
confidence intervals due to the smaller number of can-
didates in this channel. These contours in the (µ,mH)
plane take into account uncertainties in the energy scale
and resolution.
The probability for a single Higgs boson-like particle

to produce resonant mass peaks in the H! ZZ(")! 4#
and H! $$ channels separated by more than the ob-
served mass di!erence, allowing the signal strengths to
vary independently, is about 8%.
The contributions from the di!erent production

modes in the H! $$ channel have been studied in order
to assess any tension between the data and the ratios of
the production cross sections predicted in the Standard
Model. A new signal strength parameter µi is introduced
for each production mode, defined by µi = !i/!i,SM. In
order to determine the values of (µi, µ j) that are simul-
taneously consistent with the data, the profile likelihood
ratio "(µi, µ j) is used with the measured mass treated as
a nuisance parameter.
Since there are four Higgs boson productionmodes at

the LHC, two-dimensional contours require either some
µi to be fixed, or multiple µi to be related in some way.
Here, µggF and µtt̄H have been grouped together as they
scale with the tt̄H coupling in the SM, and are denoted

19
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LEP results
• Small excess in e+e--> Zbb (~2sigma) at LEP with 

Mh~98GeV. 
• How can it be consistent with bound Mh>114 GeV?  

coupling to ZZ must be much weaker than in SM, only 
0.1-0.25 SM

• Could that be a second Higgs h’?
• h’ can mix with h and shift its properties, e.g. mixing with 

h’ can suppress hbb, Br(h-γγ) can be modified because total 
width is suppressed
– Br(h-> γγ) ~ Γ(h-> γγ)/Γ(h->bb)

7
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SUSY Higgs at LEP

• Characteristics of the LEP ‘signal’ at 100GeV
– e.g. Drees (hep-ph/0502075) the light Higgs of MSSM with suppressed 

couplings to ZZ (MSSM in non-decoupling limit)

• Is the LHC Higgs the lightest Higgs?
– This question was addressed in framework of MSSM

• Heinemeyer et al, 1112.3026
• Hagiwara et al, 1207.0802
• Drees, 1210.6507 

• As an example of a model that can be consistent with both LEP 
and LHC observations (including enhanced two-photon) here 
will consider NMSSM

8
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NMSSM
• MSSM with additional singlet superfield

•  µ parameter is related to vev of singlet
– naturally of order of weak scale 

• Higgs sector : 3 CP-even, 2 CP-odd + charged Higgs
– much richer phenomenology than in MSSM
– one singlet CP-even scalar + one singlet CP-odd scalar 

• Also extra neutralino -> singlino 
– can impact dark matter properties

9

mass parameter. Obviously, the larger tan! or MS is, the heavier h becomes, and for given

MS, mh reaches its maximum when Xt/MS =
!
6, which corresponds to the so-called mmax

h

scenario.

About Eq.(3), three points should be noted [18]. The first is this equation is only valid

for small splitting between mt̃1 and mt̃2 . In case of large splitting, generally Xt/MS >
!
6

is needed to maximize mh. The second is m2
h in Eq.(3) is symmetric with respect to the

sign of Xt. This behavior will be spoiled once higher order corrections are considered, and

usually a larger mh is achieved for positive AtM3 with M3 being gluino soft breaking mass.

And the last is in Eq.(3), we do not include the contributions from the sbottom and slepton

sectors. Such contributions are negative and become significant only for large tan!.

Compared with the MSSM, the Higgs sector in the NMSSM is rather complex, which can

be seen from its superpotential and the corresponding soft-breaking terms given by [12]

WNMSSM = WF + "Ĥu · ĤdŜ +
1

3
#Ŝ3, (4)

V NMSSM
soft = m̃2

u|Hu|2 + m̃2
d|Hd|2 + m̃2

S |S|2 + (A!"SHu ·Hd +
A"

3
#S3 + h.c.). (5)

Here WF is the superpotential of the MSSM without the µ term, the dimensionless param-

eters " and # are the coe!cients of the Higgs self couplings, and m̃u, m̃d, m̃S, A! and A"

are the soft-breaking parameters.

After the electroweak symmetry breaking, the three soft breaking masses squared for

Hu, Hd and S can be expressed in terms of their VEVs (i.e. vu, vd and s) through the

minimization conditions of the scalar potential. So in contrast to the MSSM where there

are only two parameters in the Higgs sector, the Higgs sector of the NMSSM is described

by six parameters [12]:

", #, M2
A =

2µ(A! + #s)

sin 2!
, A", tan! =

vu
vd

, µ = "s. (6)

The Higgs fields can be written in the following form:

H1 =

!

"

H+

S1+iP1!
2

#

$ , H2 =

!

"

G+

v + S2+iG0
!
2

#

$ , H3 = s+
1!
2
(S3 + iP2) , (7)

where H1 = cos !Hu " $ sin !H"
d , H2 = sin !Hu + $ cos!H"

d with $12 = $21 = "1 and

$11 = $22 = 0, G+ and G0 are Goldstone bosons and v =
%

v2u + v2d. In the CP-conserving

NMSSM, the fields S1, S2 and S3 mix to form three physical CP-even Higgs bosons, and P1

4
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Higgs mass in NMSSM
• Light Higgs mass : new contribution at tree level
• Increase in Higgs mass             mh2  <
• largest increase is for low values of tanβ
• Easier to reach 125GeV even without very large stop 

corrections (Ellwanger et al JHEP1109.105; Hall et al 1112.2703)

• Fine tuning:

– in NMSSM with lambda~1 stop mass/mixing not so large

– fine-tuning reduced in CNMSSM (Ellwanger et al 1107.2472)
• Doublet singlet mixing - the lightest Higgs scalar can be very 

light escape LEP bounds
10

An approximate formula for the mass MSM of the SM-like Higgs scalar in the NMSSM
in the limit !s ! |A!|, |A"| (corresponding to a heavy singlet-like scalar), including the
dominant top/stop radiative corrections, is given by

M2
SM " M2

Z cos2 2" + #2v2 sin2 2" #
#2

!2
v2(## ! sin 2")2

+
3m4

t

4$2v2

!
ln

!
m2

T

m2
t

"
+

A2
t

m2
T

!
1#

A2
t

12m2
T

""
(3.2)

where v is defined in (2.12), the soft SUSY breaking stop masses squared in (2.36) are
assumed to satisfy m2

T $ m2
Q3

! m2
t , At is the stop trilinear coupling assumed to satisfy

|At| ! mt, µe!; the terms $ #2 are specific to the NMSSM, and the last term in the first
line originates from the mixing with the singlet-like scalar. In the MSSM, where # = 0,
the LEP bound on MSM implies that tan " has to be large such that cos 2" $ 1, mT above
$ 300 GeV for maximal mixing (A2

t $ 6m2
T , maximising the second line in (3.2)), or

>$ 1 TeV otherwise.
In order to maximise MSM in the NMSSM, # should be as large as possible, and tan"

should be small in order to avoid a suppression from sin2 2". (As discussed before, # is
bounded from above by # <$ 0.7 # 0.8 if one requires the absence of a Landau singularity
below the GUT scale.) However, the negative contribution from the mixing with the singlet-
like scalar should vanish; without neglecting A", the relevant mixing term is proportional
to (## sin 2"(! + A"/(2s)))2 [104]. If this expression is not small, a larger value of # can
even generate a decrease of the mass of the Higgs scalar with SM-like couplings to the Z
boson in the NMSSM.

The resulting upper bound on the lightest CP-even Higgs mass in the NMSSM has been
studied in the leading log approximation in [82–84,103,105–109]. Full one-loop calculations
of the corresponding upper bound involving top/bottom quark/squark loops have been
carried out in [72, 85, 86, 110–117]. (Analyses at large values of tan " have been performed
in [118–120], and upper bounds for more general supersymmetric Higgs sectors have been
considered in [121–123].)

At present, additional known radiative corrections to the Higgs mass matrices in the
NMSSM include MSSM-like electroweak together with the NMSSM-specific Higgs one-loop
contributions [124, 125] and dominant two-loop terms [73, 87, 125–127]. In order to discuss
these in detail, it is convenient to separate the quantum corrections involving scales Q2

with Q2 >$ M2
SUSY from those with scales Q2 <$ M2

SUSY.
The result of the quantum corrections with Q2 >$ M2

SUSY is still a supersymmetric
e!ective Lagrangian (including soft SUSY breaking terms), where all running parameters
(couplings and masses) are defined, within a given subtraction scheme, at the scale Q2 $
M2

SUSY. (If desired, the parameters at the scale Q2 can be obtained in terms of parameters
at a higher scale with the help of the RGEs.) Subsequently, the quantum corrections with
Q2 <$ M2

SUSY (i. e. with an ultraviolet cuto! M2
SUSY) have to be evaluated, generating a non-

supersymmetric e!ective action including an e!ective Higgs potential, e!ective couplings
of fermions and wave function normalisation constants. From the e!ective potential and
couplings one can derive the so-called running masses, which still di!er somewhat from the
physical pole masses (the poles of the propagators).
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The Higgs sector of the MSSM depends, at tree-level, on the ratio of the vevs, tan β, and on

the pseudoscalar mass mA, which determines the mixing between the two CP even scalars. In

this section, we focus on the decoupling limit, mA � mZ , where the lightest CP even Higgs is

SM-like in its coupling and has the largest possible tree-level mass (away from the decoupling

limit, mixing drives the lightest mass eigenstate lighter). In the decoupling limit, the tree-

level Higgs mass is given by mZ cos 2β and is maximized at high tan β, but is always far below

125 GeV.

At the one-loop level, stops contribute to the Higgs mass and three more parameters become

important, the stop soft masses, mQ3 and mu3 , and the stop mixing parameter Xt = At−µ cot β.

The dominant one-loop contribution to the Higgs mass depends on the geometric mean of the

stop masses, m2
t̃
= mQ3mu3 , and is given by,

m2
h ≈ m2

Z cos
2
2β +

3

(4π)2
m4

t

v2

�
ln

m2
t̃

m2
t

+
X2

t

m2
t̃

�
1− X2

t

12m2
t̃

��
. (4)

The Higgs mass is sensitive to the degree of stop mixing through the second term in the brackets,

and is maximized for |Xt| = Xmax
t =

√
6mt̃, which is referred to as “maximal mixing.” The Higgs

mass depends logarithmically on the stop masses, which means, of course, that the necessary

stop mass depends exponentially on the Higgs mass. Therefore, an accurate loop calculation is

essential in order to determine which stop mass corresponds to a 125 GeV Higgs.

We use the Suspect [10] and FeynHiggs [11] packages to calculate the Higgs mass, which

include the full one-loop and leading two-loop contributions. In Figure 4 we give the mh = 124

and 126 GeV contours in the (Xt,mt̃) plane, with Suspect shown in red and FeynHiggs shown

in blue. For both curves, the axes are consistently defined in the DR renormalization scheme.

The left and right-handed top squark mass parameters are taken equal, mQ3 = mu3 , since the

Higgs mass depends only mildly on the ratio. As we shall show, this choice results in the lowest

fine-tuning for a given mt̃, since the stop contribution to fine-tuning is dominated by the largest

soft mass. The loop contribution depends slightly on the choice of some of the other SUSY

parameters: we have fixed all gaugino masses to 1 TeV, the Higgsino mass to µ = 200 GeV, and

mA = 1 TeV. We find that the Suspect and FeynHiggs results have considerable differences. The

two programs use different renormalization prescriptions, and we take the difference between the

two programs as a rough estimate of the theoretical uncertainty in the Higgs mass calculation.

For an earlier comparison, see [23]. The uncertainty should be reduced if one takes into account

the results of recent three-loop calculations [24], although this is beyond the scope of our work.

For a detailed discussion of the two-loop calculations, see for example [25]. Fortunately, the two

programs agree to within a factor of two on the necessary stop mass in the maximal mixing

regime: mt̃ = 500− 1000 GeV for Xt ∼
√
6mt̃ and mt̃ ∼ 800− 1800 GeV for Xt ∼ −

√
6mt̃, for

a Higgs mass in the 124–126 GeV range.

6
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Figure 4: Contours of mh in the MSSM as a function of a common stop mass mQ3 = mu3 = mt̃

and the stop mixing parameter Xt, for tan β = 20. The red/blue bands show the result from

Suspect/FeynHiggs for mh in the range 124–126 GeV. The left panel shows contours of the fine-

tuning of the Higgs mass, ∆mh
, and we see that ∆mh

> 75(100) in order to achieve a Higgs mass

of 124 (126) GeV. The right panel shows contours of the lightest stop mass, which is always

heavier than 300 (500) GeV when the Higgs mass is 124 (126) GeV.

We now consider the degree of fine-tuning [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] necessary in the MSSM to accommo-

date a Higgs of 125 GeV. We have just seen that rather heavy stops are necessary in order to

boost the Higgs to 125 GeV using the loop correction. The (well-known) problem is that heavy

stops lead to large contributions to the quadratic term of the Higgs potential, δm2
Hu

,

δm2
Hu

= −3y2
t

8π2

�
m2

Q3
+m2

u3
+ |At|2

�
ln

�
Λ

mt̃

�
, (5)

where Λ is the messenger scale for supersymmetry breaking. If δm2
Hu

becomes too large the

parameters of the theory must be tuned against each other to achieve the correct scale of elec-

troweak symmetry breaking. We see from equation 5 that large stop mixing also comes with a

cost because At induces fine-tuning. At large tan β, Xt ≈ At, and maximal mixing (|At|2 = 6m2
t̃
)

introduces the same amount of fine-tuning as doubling both stop masses in the unmixed case.

In order to quantify the fine-tuning [8], it is helpful to consider a single Higgs field with a

potential

V = m2
H
|h|2 + λh

4
|h|4. (6)

7

where Mstop denotes an average value of the top squark masses. (It is not necessary to be
more precise here, in contrast to the radiative corrections to the physical Higgs masses.) It
is straightforward to express the vevs vu, vd and s in terms of M2

Z , tan ! and µe! with the
help of these equations.

Hence the relevant parameters pSusyi at the Susy scale are given by (leaving aside the
electroweak gauge couplings g1 and g2, as well as Mstop inside the logarithm)

pSusyi = mHu
, mHd

, m2
S, A!, A", ", #, and ht . (13)

In order to compute the variations !Susy
i (see (8)) with respect to these parameters, we

use

0 = $Ej =
!

i

%Ej

%pSusyi

$pSusyi +
%Ej

%MZ
$MZ +

%Ej

% tan !
$ tan! +

%Ej

%µe!
$µe! (14)

for j = 1, 2, 3. Since all partial derivatives of the equations Ej can be computed explicitely,
the three equations (14) can be solved for $MZ (and, separately, for $ tan! and $µe!) as
function of all $pSusyi , which allows to determine the variations !Susy

i in (8).
At this stage it is useful to recall the origin of the “little fine tuning problem” in the

MSSM. Neglecting the radiative corrections, the minimisation equations (12) of the Higgs
potential imply, with µe! ! µ in the MSSM,

M2
Z " #2µ2 +

2(m2
Hd

# tan2 !m2
Hu

)

tan2 ! # 1
. (15)

In the absence of fine tuning, all terms on the right hand side of (15) should be of comparable
magnitude, and no large cancellations should occur; hence both µ2 and |m2

Hu
| should not be

much larger than O(M2
Z). However, from the RG equations one typically obtains m2

Hu
$

#M2
stop, which is often required to be much larger (in absolute value) than M2

Z : At least
within the MSSM, the SM-like Higgs scalar mass increases proportionally to ln

"

M2
stop/m

2
top

#

due to top/stop induced radiative corrections. Then, large values for Mstop are unavoidable
in order to satisfy the LEP bound. Albeit large stop masses are consistent with the non-
observation of top squarks, they would generate an uncomfortably large value for #m2

Hu

which has to be cancelled by µ2 in (15).
For large |m2

Hu
| $ µ2 one finds for tan2 ! % 1, following (8) with i = mHu

or i = µ,

!Susy
mHu

$ 2
|m2

Hu
|

M2
Z

$ !Susy
µ $ 2

µ2

M2
Z

. (16)

Accordingly large values for !Susy
i (leading, generally, to large values for !GUT

i ) reflect well
the necessary fine tuning if |m2

Hu
| and hence µ2 are large.

In the NMSSM µ is replaced by µe! = "s. For large |m2
Hu

| $ µ2
e! , the above reasoning

remains essentially unchanged: For s % MZ (valid in most of the parameter space), E3 in
(12) gives

s $
1

4#

$

#A" #
%

A2
" # 8m2

S

&

. (17)
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• Mixing can lead to reduce hbb, reduced total width--> 
increased branching ratios

• Possible to increase branching ratios in two photons.
– Ellwanger, 1012.1201,1112.3548

– Does not require light sparticles

• Rgg(γγ)>1  for mH=125GeV, when λ large (determines singlet-
doublet mixing), tanβ small

11

CP-even Higgs bosons we were not able to find such points in the much more constrained
parameter space.)

3 Two Higgs bosons at 125 and 136 GeV in the NMSSM

The NMSSM is the simplest supersymmetric (SUSY) extension of the SM with a scale
invariant superpotential, and does not su!er from the µ-problem of the MSSM (the presence
of a SUSY mass parameter whose value must accidentally be of order MSUSY, the mass
scale of the soft SUSY breaking terms). The Higgs sector of the NMSSM contains two
doublet superfields Hu and Hd (with couplings of Hu to up-type quarks, and couplings
of Hd to down-type quarks and leptons as in the MSSM) and an additional SU(2)-singlet
superfield S. The NMSSM-specific part of the superpotential is

WNMSSM = !SHuHD +
"

3
S3 , (14)

where the first term generates an e!ective µ-term with µe! = !s once the scalar component
of S develops a vacuum expectation value (vev) s. The vev s is triggered by the NMSSM-
specific soft SUSY breaking terms (from here onwards, Hu, Hd and S denote the scalar
components of the corresponding superfields),

L(soft)NMSSM = !m2
SS

2 ! !A!SHuHd !
"

3
A"S

3 , (15)

and is thus naturally of order MSUSY. The field content in the Higgs sector of the NMSSM
consists of three neutral CP-even bosons Hi, i = 1 . . . 3, two neutral CP-odd bosons Ai,
i = 1 . . . 2, and a charged Higgs boson H±.

The CP-even bosons Hi are linear combinations of the real components of Hu, Hd and S.
Their masses and mixing angles have to be obtained from the 3" 3 mass matrix including
SUSY terms, soft SUSY breaking terms and radiative corrections. Expressions for the
mass matrices of the physical CP-even and CP-odd Higgs states—after Hu, Hd and S have
acquired vevs vu, vd and s and including the dominant radiative corrections—can be found
in [12] and will not be repeated here. The Higgs sector of the NMSSM is described by the
six parameters

! , " , A! , A", tan # = vu/vd , µe! . (16)

The couplings of the Higgs states depend on their decompositions into the CP-even
weak eigenstates Hd, Hu and S, which are given by

H1 = S1,d Hd + S1,u Hu + S1,s S ,

H2 = S2,d Hd + S2,u Hu + S2,s S . (17)

Then, the reduced couplings of Hi are

cDi
=

Si,d

cos #
, cUi

=
Si,u

sin #
, cVi

= cos # Si,d + sin # Si,u . (18)

The loop-induced reduced couplings cgi and c#i have to be computed including contributions
from SUSY particles in the loops, including scalar $ -leptons, charginos and more. Below,
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FIG. 1. Signal strengths (relative to SM repeat) Rh1
V BF (bb) versus R

h2
gg (γγ) for mh1 ∈ [96−100] GeV and mh2 ∈ [123−128] GeV.

Higgs branching ratio to a given final state X, relative to the corresponding value for the SM Higgs boson, as

Rhi
gg
(X) ≡ Γ(hi → gg) BR(hi → X)

Γ(hSM → gg) BR(hSM → X)
, Rhi

VBF(X) ≡ Γ(hi → WW ) BR(hi → X)

Γ(hSM → WW ) BR(hSM → X)
, (1)

where hi is the ith NMSSM scalar Higgs, and hSM is the SM Higgs boson. Note that the corresponding ratio for
V ∗ → V hi (V = W,Z) with hi → X is equal to Rhi

VBF(X). In the context of any two-Higgs-doublet plus singlets model,
not all the Rhi are independent. For example, Rhi

V H
(X) = Rhi

V BF
(X), Rhi

Y
(ττ) = Rhi

Y
(bb) and Rhi

Y
(ZZ) = Rhi

Y
(WW ).

A complete independent set of Rhi ’s can be taken to be (with h = h1 or h = h2)

Rh

gg
(WW ), Rh

gg
(bb), Rh

gg
(γγ), Rh

V BF
(WW ), Rh

V BF
(bb), Rh

V BF
(γγ) . (2)

In order to display the ability of the NMSSM to simultaneously explain the LEP and LHC Higgs-like signals, we
turn to NMSSM scenarios with semi-unified GUT scale soft-SUSY-breaking. By “semi-unified” we mean universal
gaugino mass parameter m1/2, scalar (sfermion) mass parameter m0, and trilinear coupling A0 ≡ At = Ab = Aτ

at the GUT scale, but m2
Hu

, m2
Hd

and m2
S
as well as Aλ and Aκ are taken as non-universal at MGUT. Specifically,

we use points from the scan performed in [6] using NMSSMTools 3.2.0 [7–9]. These scenarios obey all experimental
constraints (including Ωh2 < 0.136 and 2011 XENON100 constraints on the spin-independent scattering cross section)
except that the SUSY contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, δaµ, is too small to explain the
discrepancy between the observed value aµ and that predicted by the SM. For a full discussion of the kind of NMSSM
model employed see [5, 6, 10].

We first display in Fig. 1 the crucial plot that shows Rh1
V BF

(bb) versus Rh2
gg
(γγ) when mh1 ∈ [96 − 100] GeV and

mh2 ∈ [123−128] GeV are imposed in addition to the above mentioned experimental constraints. Note that Rh1
V BF

(bb)
values are always smaller than 0.3 by virtue of the fact that the LEP constraint on the e+e− → Zbb channel with
M

bb
∼ 100 GeV is included in the NMSSMTools program. Those points with Rh1

V BF
(bb) between about 0.1 and 0.25

would provide the nicest fit to the LEP excess. (We note again the Rh1
V BF

(bb) is equivalent to Rh1
V h1

(bb) as relevant for

LEP.) A large portion of such points have Rh2
gg
(γγ) > 1 as preferred by LHC data. In all the remaining plots we will

impose the requirements: Rh2
gg
(γγ) > 1 and 0.1 ≤ Rh1

V BF
(bb) ≤ 0.25. To repeat, the Rh2

gg
(γγ) > 1 requirement is such as

to focus on points that could be consistent with the enhanced γγ Higgs signal at the LHC. The 0.1 ≤ Rh1
V BF

(bb) ≤ 0.25
window is designed to reproduce the ∼ 100 GeV reduced Higgs signal seen in LEP data at M

bb
∼ 100 GeV in the Zbb

final state
In Fig. 2, we plot Rh1

gg
(γγ) vs. Rh2

gg
(γγ) and Rh1

V BF
(γγ) vs. Rh2

V BF
(γγ), on the top showing that the h2 can easily

have an enhanced γγ signal in both gg and VBF fusion whereas the γγ signal arising from the h1 for both production
mechanisms is quite small and unlikely to be observable. The bottom row of the figure focuses on the bb final state.
We observe the reduced Rh2

gg
(bb) and Rh2

V BF
(bb) values that are associated with reduced bb width (relative to the SM)

needed to have enhanced Rh2
gg
(γγ) and Rh2

V BF
(γγ). Meanwhile, the Rh1

gg
(bb)and Rh1

V BF
(bb) values are such that the h1
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• Rggγγ>1- associated with small  µ, light charginos because 
singlet mass light

• Signal strength for Higgs in different channels

• Complete independent set of Rh

• Note for LEP : RVBF(bb)
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FIG. 1. Signal strengths (relative to SM repeat) Rh1
V BF (bb) versus R

h2
gg (γγ) for mh1 ∈ [96−100] GeV and mh2 ∈ [123−128] GeV.
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where hi is the ith NMSSM scalar Higgs, and hSM is the SM Higgs boson. Note that the corresponding ratio for
V ∗ → V hi (V = W,Z) with hi → X is equal to Rhi

VBF(X). In the context of any two-Higgs-doublet plus singlets model,
not all the Rhi are independent. For example, Rhi

V H
(X) = Rhi

V BF
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S
as well as Aλ and Aκ are taken as non-universal at MGUT. Specifically,

we use points from the scan performed in [6] using NMSSMTools 3.2.0 [7–9]. These scenarios obey all experimental
constraints (including Ωh2 < 0.136 and 2011 XENON100 constraints on the spin-independent scattering cross section)
except that the SUSY contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, δaµ, is too small to explain the
discrepancy between the observed value aµ and that predicted by the SM. For a full discussion of the kind of NMSSM
model employed see [5, 6, 10].

We first display in Fig. 1 the crucial plot that shows Rh1
V BF

(bb) versus Rh2
gg
(γγ) when mh1 ∈ [96 − 100] GeV and

mh2 ∈ [123−128] GeV are imposed in addition to the above mentioned experimental constraints. Note that Rh1
V BF
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values are always smaller than 0.3 by virtue of the fact that the LEP constraint on the e+e− → Zbb channel with
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∼ 100 GeV is included in the NMSSMTools program. Those points with Rh1
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(bb) between about 0.1 and 0.25

would provide the nicest fit to the LEP excess. (We note again the Rh1
V BF

(bb) is equivalent to Rh1
V h1
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LEP.) A large portion of such points have Rh2
gg
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gg
(γγ) > 1 and 0.1 ≤ Rh1

V BF
(bb) ≤ 0.25. To repeat, the Rh2

gg
(γγ) > 1 requirement is such as

to focus on points that could be consistent with the enhanced γγ Higgs signal at the LHC. The 0.1 ≤ Rh1
V BF

(bb) ≤ 0.25
window is designed to reproduce the ∼ 100 GeV reduced Higgs signal seen in LEP data at M

bb
∼ 100 GeV in the Zbb

final state
In Fig. 2, we plot Rh1

gg
(γγ) vs. Rh2

gg
(γγ) and Rh1

V BF
(γγ) vs. Rh2

V BF
(γγ), on the top showing that the h2 can easily

have an enhanced γγ signal in both gg and VBF fusion whereas the γγ signal arising from the h1 for both production
mechanisms is quite small and unlikely to be observable. The bottom row of the figure focuses on the bb final state.
We observe the reduced Rh2

gg
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(bb) values that are associated with reduced bb width (relative to the SM)

needed to have enhanced Rh2
gg
(γγ) and Rh2

V BF
(γγ). Meanwhile, the Rh1
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(bb)and Rh1
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(bb) values are such that the h1
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low ≈ 200 GeV). Under these conditions the mixing between

the singlet and doublet Higgs is large and the singlet Higgs is

light. Recall that the mass of the singlet Higgs depends on µ

with m
2

S
= κµ/λ(Aκ +4κµ/λ) [24, 57].

Note that in Fig. 7 top panel, we found scenarios where H2

is in the observed range while H1 is lighter and has Rggγγ � 1.

This means that even though H1 has evaded present con-

straints from LHC, these points offer good prospects for dis-

covery of a second Higgs scalar in the next run of the LHC.

Such a signal would allow to distinguish the NMSSM Higgs

sector from the MSSM one.

H2 masses extend over a wide range (all the way to several

TeV’s) and include some points in the mass region preferred

by the LHC. The values of Rggγγ for H2 are displayed in Fig. 7

(bottom panel) for the range of masses where the two-photon

search mode is relevant. We found that the signal strength

reaches values as high as Rggγγ = 2. This enhancement with

respect to the SM expectations is found when H2 has some

singlet component and a suppressed partial width to bb̄. (H1,

conversely, has an enhanced bb̄ partial width and a reduced

signal strength Rggγγ. )

As mentioned above, when 0.4 < Rggγγ < 1 for H2, the

signal strength for the lighter Higgs can be enhanced. We

have also found points where Rggγγ < 1 for both H1 and H2.

This can be due to the presence of invisible modes or to the

presence of a singlet component for which the suppression in

the Higgs coupling to gg compensates the increase of the γγ
branching ratio.

B. With a lower limit on the relic density

Finally we analyse the impact of requiring the relic density

condition. Imposing a strict lower limit on the relic density

strongly constrains the scenarios where the singlet component

of the light Higgs leads to Rggγγ > 1. As mentioned above,

these points were found for µ< 200 GeV. Hence the LSP has a

non-negligible higgsino component, usually leading to a relic

density below the preferred WMAP range. After imposing

the strict lower bound on the relic density, we found that H1

was in general within the LHC preferred range, while H2 was

heavy, its mass extending above the TeV scale. Rggγγ for H1 is

displayed in Fig. 8: the relic density constraint has removed

most of the points where the signal strength was enhanced (the

maximum value is now 1.06).

We also considered the constraint from the jets and miss-

ing ET SUSY search for those points with a Higgs of mass

122 − 128 GeV. Exclusion is observed in this mass range

for any signal strength, showing as expected that there is

no direct correlation between the first and second generation

squarks and the Higgs sector. Finally we have checked that

these points were compatible with the latest upper limit on

Br(Bs → µ
+

µ
−)< 4.5×10

−9
from LHCb [58].

FIG. 7: Rggγγ as a function of the mass of H1 (top panel) and of

H2 (bottom panel) in the arbitrary neutralino LSP model. In the top

panel most points are on top of one another at high mass and high

Rggγγ. Same colour code as Fig. 2.

VI. PROSPECTS AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the Higgs signal strength

expected in scans of the NMSSM scenarios in which we have

applied particle physics as well as astroparticle physics con-

straints. In particular we have imposed that the neutralino relic

density does not exceed the WMAP observed value nor the

limit imposed by direct detection experiments and does not

overproduce gamma rays and radio waves in the galaxy. We

also took into account limits from B- physics, (g−2)µ, as well

as LEP, Tevatron and LHC limits on the Higgs and SUSY par-

ticles.

We found many scenarios where either H1 or H2 had a mass

in the range [122-128] GeV and a signal strength compatible

with the Standard Model. We also found scenarios where the

signal strength in the two-photon mode was as large as the

excess reported by ATLAS and CMS. However for most of

these points the neutralino would form only a fraction of the

observed dark matter. If a Higgs is confirmed at the LHC with
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• Can one explain Mh1~100 + Mh2~125 with  Rggγγ>1 in 
NMSSM?

• Framework: NMSSM with semi-unified GUT scale soft 
SUSY breaking
–  m1/2,m0,A0, m2Hu,m2Hd,mS, Aλ,Aκ,tanβ

• Take into account Higgs constraints in NMSSMTools + B 
physics, DM (WMAP upper bound and Xenon100), g-2 
– Gunion, Jiang, Kraml, arXiv:1207.1545

• Note that g-2 does not explain discrepancy with SM  

13
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Higgs signal strength
• Two Higgses at 98GeV+125GeV 

• For discovery of light Higgs in bb channel need to 
increase current LHC sensitivity (R~1) by a factor 
4-10  -> higher luminosity LHC run

• h1 in two-photon very small R~0.02
14

LEP
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FIG. 1. Signal strengths (relative to SM) Rh1
V BF (bb) versus Rh2

gg(γγ) for mh1 ∈ [96, 100] GeV and mh2 ∈

[123, 128] GeV. In this and all subsequent plots, points with Ωh2 < 0.094 are represented by blue circles

and points with Ωh2 ∈ [0.094, 0.136] (the ”WMAP window”) are represented by orange diamonds.

muon, δaµ, is too small to explain the discrepancy between the observed value of aµ [16] and that

predicted by the SM. For a full discussion of the kind of NMSSM model employed see [7, 8, 17].

We first display in Fig. 1 the crucial plot that shows Rh1
V BF (bb) versus Rh2

gg (γγ) when mh1 ∈

[96, 100] GeV and mh2 ∈ [123, 128] GeV are imposed in addition to the above mentioned experi-

mental constraints.
3
(In this and all subsequent plots, points with Ωh2 < 0.094 are represented by

blue circles and points with Ωh2 ∈ [0.094, 0.136] (the ”WMAP window”) are represented by orange

diamonds.) Note that Rh1
V BF (bb) values are required to be smaller than 0.3 by virtue of the fact that

the LEP constraint on the e+e− → Zbb channel with Mbb ∼ 98 GeV is included in the NMSSM-

Tools program. Those points with Rh1
V BF (bb) between about 0.1 and 0.25 would provide the best fit

to the LEP excess. (We note again that Rh1
V BF (bb) is equivalent to Rh1

V h1
(bb) as relevant for LEP.)

A large portion of such points have Rh2
gg (γγ) > 1 as preferred by LHC data. In all the remaining

plots we will impose the additional requirements: Rh2
gg (γγ) > 1 and 0.1 ≤ Rh1

V BF (bb) ≤ 0.25. In

the following, we will refer to these NMSSM scenarios as the “98 + 125 GeV Higgs scenarios”.

To repeat, the Rh2
gg (γγ) > 1 requirement is such as to focus on points that could be consistent

(within errors) with the enhanced γγ Higgs signal at the LHC of order 1.5 times the SM. The

0.1 ≤ Rh1
V BF (bb) ≤ 0.25 window is designed to reproduce the small excess seen in LEP data at

Mbb ∼ 98 GeV in the Zbb final state.

3
Here the Higgs mass windows are designed to allow for theoretical errors in the computation of the Higgs masses.

WMAP
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Other NMSSM particles
• Other particles below TeV scale : pseudoscalars, 

neutralino,chargino,stop 

15

6

all strongly interacting SUSY particles would be close to current limits if the present 98+125 GeV

LEP-LHC Higgs scenario applies.

The bottom row of the figure focuses on the bb final state. We observe the reduced Rh2
gg (bb) and

Rh2
V BF (bb) values that are associated with reduced bb width (relative to the SM) needed to have

enhanced Rh2
gg (γγ) and Rh2

V BF (γγ). Meanwhile, the Rh1
gg (bb) and Rh1

V BF (bb) values are such that the

h1 could not yet have been seen at the Tevatron or LHC. Sensitivity to Rh1
gg (bb) (R

h1
V BF (bb)) values

from 0.05 to 0.2 (0.1 to 0.25) will be needed at the LHC. This compares to expected sensitivities

after the
√
s = 8 TeV run in these channels to R values of at best 0.8.4 Statistically, a factor of 4

to 10 improvement requires integrated luminosity of order 16 to 100 times the current L = 10 fb
−1

.

Such large L values will only be achieved after the LHC is upgraded to 14 TeV, although we should

note that the luminosity required to probe this signal at 14 TeV could be lower than indicated

by this simple estimate as the sensitivity to the Higgs signal improves at higher energies. Finally,

the reader should note that for WMAP-window points the largest Rh1
V BF (bb) values occur for the

light-m�χ0
1
point group described above for which supersymmetric particle masses are as small as

possible.
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FIG. 3. Scatter plot of ma2 versus ma1 for the 98+125 GeV scenario; note that ma2 � mh3 � mH± . Note

that in this figure there is a dense region, located at (ma1 ,ma2) ∼ (130, 330) GeV, of strongly overlap-
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1
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4
Here, we have used Fig. 12 of [2] extrapolated to a Higgs mass near 98 GeV and assumed L = 20 fb

−1
each for

ATLAS and CMS.
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FIG. 4. Plots showing m�χ0
1
, m�χ±

1
, mt̃1 , mt̃2 , mq̃, mg̃, and the mixing parameter (At − µ cotβ)/

√
mt̃1mt̃2 .

Also shown are m��R , m�ν�
, m�τ1 and m�ντ , where � = e, µ.

III. OTHER NMSSM PARTICLES AND PARAMETERS

It is also very interesting to consider expectations for the other NMSSM particles in these

scenarios. For this purpose, we present a series of plots. Figure. 3 displays ma2 as a function of

ma1 . We do not plot mh3 nor mH± since their masses are such that mh3 � mH± � ma2 for the
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FIG. 5. GUT scale and SUSY scale parameters leading to the 98 + 125 GeV LEP-LHC Higgs scenarios.

scenarios considered. We note that small ma1 is typical of the WMAP-window points. We discuss

discovery prospects for the a1 later in the paper. The masses of some crucial SUSY particles are

displayed in Fig. 4. We observe the typically low values of m�χ0
1
and m�χ±

1
, the possibility of mt̃1 as

small as 197 GeV, the mostly modest values of the mixing parameter (At−µ cotβ)/√mt̃1mt̃2 , and

the fact that the predicted mq̃ and mg̃ are beyond current experimental limits, although the lowest

values (as found in particular in the low-m�χ0
1
WMAP-window scenarios) may soon be probed. Note
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Dark matter issues
• 5 neutralinos

• LSP either higgsino or singlino
– higgsino annihilate into W pairs - 
Ωh2 ~0.1 because just below 
threshold

– Singlino component annihilate via 
singlet Higgs exchange 
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that mg̃ can be below m��R (as common in constrained models when m0 is large) for some points,

including the low-m�χ0
1
points in the WMAP window. Low values of m�χ0

1
are typical for the scan

points, but more particular to this model are the rather low values of m�χ±
1
. ATLAS and CMS are

currently performing analyses that could in principle be sensitive to the m�χ±
1
values predicted in

this model. However, m�χ±
1
− m�χ0

1
can be rather small, implying some difficulty in isolating the

leptons or jets associated with �χ±
1 → �χ0

1 + X decays. However, it should be noted that for the

WMAP-window points m�χ±
1
−m�χ0

1
is typically quite substantial, at least 35 GeV for the low-m�χ0

1

points, so that for these points the above difficulty would not arise. Of particular interest is the

very large range of mt̃1 that arises in the 98 + 125 GeV LEP-LHC Higgs scenarios. For lighter

values of mt̃1 , as typical of the low-m�χ0
1
WMAP-window points, the t̃1 always decays via t̃1 → �χ+

1 b

or t̃1 → �χ0
1t, the latter being absent when mt̃1 < m�χ0

1
+ mt. At high mt̃1 , these same channels

are present but also t̃1 → �χ0
2,3,4,5t can be important, which channels being present depending upon

whether mt̃1 −mχ0
2,3,4,5

−mt > 0 or not.

It is interesting to survey the GUT scale parameters that lead to the scenarios of interest.

Relevant plots are shown in Fig. 5. No particular regions of these parameters appear to be singled

out aside from some preference for negative values of A0. The cluster of points in the (Aλ, Aκ)

plane is purely due to our scan procedures which have some focus on the cluster region.

IV. DARK MATTER, INCLUDING LSP AND LIGHT CHARGINO COMPOSITIONS

The composition of the �χ0
1 and the �χ±

1 are crucial when it comes to the relic density of the

�χ0
1. For those points in the WMAP window with low m�χ0

1
, the �χ0

1 can have a large Higgsino
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Direct detection
• Searches for DM scattering with 

nuclei in large detectors - best 
limits from Xenon100 (2012)

• DM direct detection: from just below 
Xenon to quite a bit suppressed  
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fraction since the �χ0
1�χ0

1 → W+W−
annihilation mode (mainly via t-channel exchange of the light

Higgsino-like — see second plot of Fig. 6 — chargino) is below threshold; the group of points with

m�χ0
1
> 93 GeV can lie in the WMAP window only if the �χ0

1 does not have a large Higgsino fraction.

This division is clearly seen in Fig. 6. We note that to a reasonable approximation the singlino

fraction of the �χ0
1 is given by 1 minus the Higgsino fraction plotted in the left-hand window of the

figure.

Dark matter (DM) properties for the surviving NMSSM parameter points are summarized in

Fig. 7. Referring to the figure, we see a mixture of blue circle points (those with Ωh2 < 0.094) and

orange diamond points (those with 0.094 ≤ Ωh2 ≤ 0.136, i.e. in the WMAP window). The main

mechanism at work to make Ωh2 too small for many points is rapid �χ0
1�χ0

1 annihilation to W+W−

due to a substantial Higgsino component of the �χ0
1 (see third plot of Fig. 7). Indeed, the relic

density of a Higgsino LSP is typically of order Ωh2 ≈ 10
−3 − 10

−2
. As the Higgsino component

declines Ωh2 increases and (except for the strongly overlapping points with m�χ0
1
< mW , for which

�χ0
1�χ0

1 → W+W−
is below threshold) it is the points for which the LSP is dominantly singlino that
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FIG. 7. Dark matter properties for the 98 + 125 GeV LEP-LHC Higgs scenarios.
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Indirect detection
• Annihilation of pairs of DM 

into SM particles : decay 
products observed

• FermiLAT : Photons from 
Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies 
probe typical DM annihilation 
cross section at freeze-out for 
light DM

• Gamma-ray line at 130GeV
– Weniger, arXiv:1204.2797 
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have large enough Ωh2 to fall in the WMAP window.

Also plotted in Fig. 7 is the spin-independent direct detection cross section, σSI, as a function of

m�χ0
1
. First of all, we note that the 2012 XENON100 limits on σSI are obeyed by all the points that

have Ωh2 in the WMAP window, even though our scans only implemented the 2011 XENON100

limits — indeed only a modest number of the Ωh2 < 0.094 points are inconsistent with the 2012

limits. The σSI plot also shows that experiments probing the spin-independent cross section will

reach sensitivities that will probe some of the σSI values that survive the 2012 XENON100 limits

relatively soon, especially the m�χ0
1
> 93 GeV points that are in the WMAP window. However, it

is also noteworthy that the m�χ0
1
∼ 75 GeV WMAP-window points can have very small σSI.

The fourth plot of Fig. 7 and fifth plot of Fig 5 illustrate clearly the two categories of WMAP-

window points. The first category of points is that for which m�χ0
1
> 93 GeV, tanβ ∈ [5, 7] and

λ ∈ [0.37, 0.48]; the second category is that for which the �χ0
1 has low mass and large Higgsino

component with tanβ ∈ [2, 2.6] and λ ∈ [0.53, 0.6].

It is interesting to discuss whether or not any of the 98 + 125 GeV Higgs scenario points are

such as to describe the monochromatic signal at 130 GeV observed in the Fermi-LAT data [18]. We

recall that the observation requires �σv�(�χ0
1�χ0

1 → γγ) ∼ 10−27cm3/sec (this quoted value assumes

standard dark matter density, ρ ∼ 0.3).5 The situation is illustrated in Fig. 8 where we plot

�σv�(�χ0
1�χ0

1 → a1 → γγ) vs. Ωh2 for just those points with m�χ0
1
∈ [125, 135] GeV. (It is the s-

channel a1 diagram that can give a large �σv�.) We observe that points with Ωh2 in the WMAP

window have values of �σv� four orders of magnitude below that required to explain the excess.

Those points with the largest �σv� always have quite small Ωh2 and hence ρDM . Incidentally, we

have checked that all the points in our plots are fully consistent with the current bounds from the

continuum γ spectrum as measured by Fermi-LAT [19, 20].

If the 130 GeV gamma ray line is confirmed, then the above questions will need to be explored

more carefully. That a fully general NMSSM model (no GUT scale unifications) can be consistent

simultaneously with the WMAP window, �σv�(�χ0
1�χ0

1 → a1 → γγ) ∼ 10−27cm3/sec, a Higgs mass

close to 125 GeV and 2011 XENON100 constraints was demonstrated in [21]. However, the value of

ma1 has to be carefully tuned and the 125 GeV Higgs couplings to all particles (including photons)

must be within 5% of those for a SM Higgs boson of this mass, implying difficulty in describing

the enhanced γγ LHC rates in this channel. Some general (non-NMSSM) theoretical discussions

of the 130 GeV line in the context of DM appear in [22, 23].

5
Here, and below, v is the very small velocity typical of dark matter in the current epoch, v ∼ 10

−3c, as relevant

for indirect detection of the �χ0
1 through �χ0

1�χ0
1 annihilations. This, of course, differs from the velocity at the time

of freeze out, which is substantially higher.
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Photons
• In general NMSSM (no GUT scale unification) gamma-ray 

line possible  (Das, Ellwanger, Mitropoulos,1206.2639)

• If 2mLSP~mA (extremely fine tuned) can have resonance  
enhancement at v~0.001c

• In semi-unified NMSSM with 98+125GeV Higgs and 
enhanced two-photon width : gamma-ray line much 
suppressed and limits from Fermi dSPh’s easily satisfied
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have large enough Ωh2 to fall in the WMAP window.

Also plotted in Fig. 7 is the spin-independent direct detection cross section, σSI, as a function of

m�χ0
1
. First of all, we note that the 2012 XENON100 limits on σSI are obeyed by all the points that

have Ωh2 in the WMAP window, even though our scans only implemented the 2011 XENON100

limits — indeed only a modest number of the Ωh2 < 0.094 points are inconsistent with the 2012

limits. The σSI plot also shows that experiments probing the spin-independent cross section will

reach sensitivities that will probe some of the σSI values that survive the 2012 XENON100 limits

relatively soon, especially the m�χ0
1
> 93 GeV points that are in the WMAP window. However, it

is also noteworthy that the m�χ0
1
∼ 75 GeV WMAP-window points can have very small σSI.

The fourth plot of Fig. 7 and fifth plot of Fig 5 illustrate clearly the two categories of WMAP-

window points. The first category of points is that for which m�χ0
1
> 93 GeV, tanβ ∈ [5, 7] and

λ ∈ [0.37, 0.48]; the second category is that for which the �χ0
1 has low mass and large Higgsino

component with tanβ ∈ [2, 2.6] and λ ∈ [0.53, 0.6].

It is interesting to discuss whether or not any of the 98 + 125 GeV Higgs scenario points are

such as to describe the monochromatic signal at 130 GeV observed in the Fermi-LAT data [18]. We

recall that the observation requires �σv�(�χ0
1�χ0

1 → γγ) ∼ 10−27cm3/sec (this quoted value assumes

standard dark matter density, ρ ∼ 0.3).5 The situation is illustrated in Fig. 8 where we plot

�σv�(�χ0
1�χ0

1 → a1 → γγ) vs. Ωh2 for just those points with m�χ0
1
∈ [125, 135] GeV. (It is the s-

channel a1 diagram that can give a large �σv�.) We observe that points with Ωh2 in the WMAP

window have values of �σv� four orders of magnitude below that required to explain the excess.

Those points with the largest �σv� always have quite small Ωh2 and hence ρDM . Incidentally, we

have checked that all the points in our plots are fully consistent with the current bounds from the

continuum γ spectrum as measured by Fermi-LAT [19, 20].

If the 130 GeV gamma ray line is confirmed, then the above questions will need to be explored

more carefully. That a fully general NMSSM model (no GUT scale unifications) can be consistent

simultaneously with the WMAP window, �σv�(�χ0
1�χ0

1 → a1 → γγ) ∼ 10−27cm3/sec, a Higgs mass

close to 125 GeV and 2011 XENON100 constraints was demonstrated in [21]. However, the value of

ma1 has to be carefully tuned and the 125 GeV Higgs couplings to all particles (including photons)

must be within 5% of those for a SM Higgs boson of this mass, implying difficulty in describing

the enhanced γγ LHC rates in this channel. Some general (non-NMSSM) theoretical discussions

of the 130 GeV line in the context of DM appear in [22, 23].

5
Here, and below, v is the very small velocity typical of dark matter in the current epoch, v ∼ 10

−3c, as relevant

for indirect detection of the �χ0
1 through �χ0

1�χ0
1 annihilations. This, of course, differs from the velocity at the time

of freeze out, which is substantially higher.

Loop-induced couplings

• h!!: dominant contribution: W loop , top loop opposite sign
• If hWW coupling not modified, h!! not much affected
• possible large contributions from susy in the loop 

(stop,chargino,stau)  - colored particles also affect gg
• Branching h!! can be modified because total width
• to increase branching h!!  -> suppress total width ( see 
example in NMSSM)

9

The virtuality of the final state gauge boson allows to kinematically open this type of decay

channels in some other cases where they were forbidden at the two–body level

H ! AZ! ! A(H)f f̄ , H ! H±W±! ! H±f f̄ " , H± ! AW±! ! Aff̄ "

A ! HZ! ! Hff̄ , A ! H±W±! ! H±f f̄ " , H± ! HW±! ! Hff̄ " (2.22)

At low tan ! values, the branching ratio for some of these decays, in particular H± ! AW !,

can be sizable enough to be observable.

Finally, let us note that the direct radiative corrections to the H± ! AW decays have

been calculated in Ref. [215]. They are in general small, not exceeding the 10% level, except

when the tree–level partial widths are strongly suppressed; however, the total tree–level plus

one–loop contribution in this case, is extremely small and the channels are not competitive.

The same features should in principle apply in the case of H± ! hW and A ! hZ decays.

2.1.3 Loop induced Higgs decays

The "" and "Z couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons in the MSSM are mediated by charged

heavy particle loops built up by W bosons, standard fermions f and charged Higgs bosons

H± in the case of the CP–even ! = h, H bosons and only standard fermions in the case of

the pseudoscalar Higgs boson; Fig. 2.8. If SUSY particles are light, additional contributions

will be provided by chargino #±
i and sfermion f̃ loops in the case of the CP–even Higgs

particles and chargino loops in the case of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson.

•
h, H

W

"(Z)

"

• f, #±
i

h, H, A
"(Z)

"

•
h, H

f̃ , H±

"(Z)

"

Figure 2.8: Decays of the h, H, A bosons into two photons or a photon and a Z boson.

In the case of the gluonic decays, only heavy quark loops contribute, with additional

contributions due to light squarks in the case of the CP–even Higgs bosons h and H ; Fig. 2.9.

• Q
h, H, A

g

g

•
h, H

Q̃

g

g

Figure 2.9: Loop induced decays of the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons into two gluons.

In this subsection, we will discuss only the contributions of the SM and H± particles,

postponing those of the SUSY particles, which are assumed to be heavy, to the next section.
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paper we use HDECAY[28] to calculate all the couplings, widths and branching ratios of the

Higgs. This program incorporates the leading two-loop corrections for the Higgs masses

following[29]. We show in Fig. 1 how this ratio decreases with MA. This ratio can drop

to as little as ! 30% for MA = 200GeV and tan ! = 10. Though trivial in this case, it is

useful to point for later that as the pseudo-scalar Higgs mass decreases so do the other

Higgs masses3, therefore the most drastic drops occur for the lowest range of the lightest

Higgs, see Fig. 2. This is particularly drastic for tan! = 2.5GeV, where the drop occurs

around mh ! 90GeV. It is for these low masses that the significance of the SM Higgs is

also lowest[11, 13] and therefore for this low tan! this would constitute the worst scenario

for the discovery of the lightest SUSY Higgs through its two-photon decay4.

Figure 1: Variation of Rgg!! with MA, for tan ! = 2.5 (full) and tan! = 10 (dotted)

What is troublesome for a low MA is that the branching fraction into two photons is

the main reason behind the drop, as shown in Fig. 2. This ratio is defined as

R!! =
BRSUSY (h " "")

BRSM(h " "")
(2.3)

For instance for MA = 200GeV and tan ! = 2.5, the ratio of the branching fraction into

photons, R!! , is reduced to about .5 with respect to what it would be in the SM . This

reduction accounts for much of the reduction in Rgg!! , Rgg!! = .4. Therefore one expects

also a considerable drop in the Higgs signal even in the associated channel Wh and tt̄h

with the subsequent decay of the Higgs into two photons. These channels have been shown

to be invaluable[22, 11, 12, 13] especially when a high luminosity has been accumulated.
3In the analysis we have required Mh > 90GeV.
4Of course, for MA # 2mt there is a chance of discovering the other Higgses.

jeudi 13 septembre 2012

a1

3

FIG. 2: Branching ratios associated with neutralino pair annihila-
tions in the Early Universe. The color code is associated with the
constraints from dSph (red) and direct detection (yellow), see sec-
tion III.

full resonance enhancement while at v ∼ c, one only catches
the tail of the resonance [32, 33].

The associated cross section is proportionnal to

vσ(v) ∝ 1
(s−m

2
A
)2 +Γ2

A
m

2
A

=
1

16m4
χ

1
(v2/4+∆)2 +Γ2

A
(1−∆)/4m2

χ
(2)

where ∆ = 1−m
2
A
/4m

2
χ. At v → 0, it is strongly enhanced as

compared to its value at freeze-out for ∆,ΓA � 1.
To give a more quantitative estimate of this effect, let

us consider one allowed scenario with mχ = 10.08 GeV,
mA1 = 20.12 GeV, Γ = 1.1×10−4 GeV and compute the ratio
of the thermally averaged cross section at a given tempera-
ture, �σv�(T ) to the value at a typical freeze-out temperature,
�σv�(T = m/20). The enhancement factor reaches two orders
of magnitude and depends mostly on ∆ since the term in ΓA in
Eq. 2 is negligible. A small variation in ∆ can lead to an even
larger enhancement factor, see Fig. 4 where the enhancement

FIG. 3: Rescaled neutralino annihilation cross section in the galaxy
versus the neutralino mass, the points which overpredict the gamma
ray flux in dSph are in red, see section III.

factor is displayed for different values of ∆.

FIG. 4: Ratio of �σv� to �σv�(T = m/20) as a function of the tem-
perature.

As a result, we find that the neutralino annihilation branch-
ing ratios in the MW or dSph differ from those found in the
early Universe. Our results are summarized in Fig. 5, where
we only display the final states which opened up at low veloc-
ities. The A1A1 and H1H1 are no longer possible final states
because the associated cross sections are both suppressed. On
the other hand, the branching ratios for the cc̄ and ττ̄ now
reach unity for many points where mχ > mc and mχ > mτ re-
spectively.

Many scenarios have indeed a very small annihilation cross
section in dwarf galaxies due to a p-wave suppression factor.
This affects, in particular, the annihilation processes which
were dominated in the Early Universe by a H1 resonance de-
caying into Fermion pairs as well as annihilation into light
Higgs final states through the t and u channel neutralino ex-
change. For these configurations, channels such as the t-lundi 19 novembre 2012



• Apart from possible signals in future ton-scale 
direct detection experiments, for the moment 
no constraints on this scenario from DM 
observables other than relic density

• How to probe further this scenario?

20
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How to probe further this scenario?
• LHC: 

– h1 (bb) with high luminosity
– a1 : light but mostly singlet - low rates
– a2 : mainly doublet better prospect (no dedicate study yet)

•  gg->a2-> tt    ( ~0.01pb for mass 500 GeV)
• or   a2-> a1h1 -> 4b 

• gg-> a2, h3 -> ττ
• Current limit at 200GeV ~8 

– need high luminosity

–
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d (eff), see Eq. (3), vs. ma2 and mh3 for gg → a2, h3 → τ+τ−.
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charginos to lighter inos plus a Higgs boson. A brief summary of the results shown is in order. First,

decays to the a1 are not shown since they have very low branching ratios due to the singlet nature of

the a1. The only decay with branching ratio to the a2 above 0.1 is �χ±
2 → �χ±

1 a2 with m�χ±
2
>∼ 1.4 TeV

(beyond LHC reach via electroweak production). In contrast, prospects for the all important h1

are quite good, with BR(�χ0
3, �χ0

4 → �χ0
1h1) and BR(�χ±

2 → �χ±
1 h1) being quite substantial (i.e. > 0.1)

at lower values of m�χ0
3
,m�χ0

4
and m�χ±

2
, respectively. Decays of �χ0

3, �χ0
4, �χ0

5 to �χ0
1h2 are have BR > 0.1

once m�χ0
3
,m�χ0

4
,m�χ0

5
are >∼ 250, 400, 500 GeV, respectively. Similarly, BR(�χ±

2 → �χ±
1 h2) > 0.1 for
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... at the LHC

• Charged Higgs
– 20% branching ratio into h1W
– possible detection of h1 with 

high luminosity

• Higgses from neutralino decays 
– several channels have BR 

~10% for decay into h1
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FIG. 12. Branching ratios for neutralino and chargino decays into final states containing a Higgs boson for

the 98 + 125 GeV LEP-LHC Higgs scenarios.

m�χ±
2
>∼ 500 GeV. Since the charged Higgs has mH± > 300 GeV, decays to it, although present for

the �χ0
4, �χ0

5 and �χ±
2 , do not have BR > 0.1 until m�χ0

4
,m�χ0

5
,m�χ±

2
>∼ 1.1, 1.3, 1.3 TeV, respectively.

C. Linear Collider and Photon Collider Tests

An e+e− collider would be the ideal machine to produce the additional Higgs states and resolve

the scenario. Production cross sections for the various Higgs final states are shown in Fig. 13 for

the three illustrative scenarios specified in Table I taken from our NMSSM scans. The first plot

is for a WMAP-window scenario with m�χ0
1
∼ 76 GeV and light Higgs bosons. The third plot is

for the m�χ0
1
> 93 GeV WMAP-window point with smallest mh3 , for which ma2 ,mh3 ,mH± are all

around 1 TeV. The second plot is for a sample scenario with Higgs masses that are intermediate,

as only possible if Ωh2 lies below the WMAP window. With an integrated luminosity of 1000 fb−1,

substantial event rates for many Z+Higgs and Higgs pair final states are predicted. Of course,
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... at future colliders
• ILC 

– Large rate for Zh1

– In some cases can detect all 5 neutral Higgses

23

18

scenario I scenario II

scenario III

FIG. 13. Cross sections for Higgs production at an e+e− collider, as functions of the center-of-mass energy

√
s, for three illustrative mass spectra as tabulated in Table I.

established [26–28]. For low Higgs masses, the required electron collider could have energy of order

mHiggs/0.8.

In the present context, it is of interest to assess the extent to which a γγ collider would be able to

study the neutral NMSSM Higgs bosons. This is determined by the ratio of the γγ coupling squared

of the given Higgs boson to that of the SM Higgs. In Fig. 14 we present plots of (Ch
γγ)

2
as a function

of mh for h = h1, h2, h3, a1, a2 for masses below 1 TeV. The fairly SM-like h2 at ∼ 125 GeV can be

studied easily at such a collider since its γγ coupling is close to SM strength. For example, at an

e−e− collider with the optimal Eee = 206 GeV, a 125 GeV SM Higgs has a cross section of 200 fb.

After two years of operation, equivalent to L = 500 fb
−1

, one can measure the bb,W+W−, γγ
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... at future colliders(2)
• Photon collider 

– h2 - SM-like coupling to two-photons : large cross 
section can measure also bb/WW partial widths

– h1,  a1 - suppressed because singlet but important 
contribution from light chargino loop 

24
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FIG. 14. (Ch
γγ)

2
as a function of mh for h = h1, h2, h3, a1, a2.

partial widths with accuracies of ∆Γ(bb,W+W−, γγ)/Γ(bb,W+W−, γγ) ∼ 0.015, 0.04, 0.06, re-

spectively [27] (see also [26, 28]).

Even though the h1 and a1 are largely singlet, both have γγ couplings-squared that are often

of order 0.1×SM and above (at the same mass). In part, this is because even singlets couple to γγ

through a Higgsino-like chargino loop using the singlet-Higgsino-Higgsino coupling that arises from
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spectively [27] (see also [26, 28]).

Even though the h1 and a1 are largely singlet, both have γγ couplings-squared that are often

of order 0.1×SM and above (at the same mass). In part, this is because even singlets couple to γγ

through a Higgsino-like chargino loop using the singlet-Higgsino-Higgsino coupling that arises from
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• Possibility of having a Higgs at 98 GeV hidden in 
LEP data - fits in the NMSSM with distinctive 
signatures

• LHC can look for it in some standard search 
channels, and remains to be seen how well new 
channel can be exploited  to search for h1,a1

• Note that in NMSSM light singlet can have any 
mass

25
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Two Higgses at LHC and 
Tevatron

26
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• Could it be that Tevatron and LHC have seen two Higgs bosons?

• At Tevatron  enhanced signal in VH,H->bb between 
110-140GeV best value, MH~135GeV,

• ττ mode: CMS has deficit at 125GeV for VBF-tag mode, excess 
at 132 GeV

• Can al these small deviations be compatible with two lightest 
Higgses in NMSSM?
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FIG. 6: The p-value as a function of mH under the
background-only hypothesis. Also shown are the median ex-
pected values assuming a SM signal is present, evaluated sep-
arately at each mH . The associated dark and light-shaded
bands indicate the 1 s.d. and 2 s.d. fluctuations of possible
experimental outcomes.

The corresponding SM prediction for mH = 125 GeV/c2

is 0.12 ± 0.01 pb.
The significance of the excess in the data over the

background prediction is computed at each hypothesized
Higgs boson mass in the range 100–150 GeV/c2 by cal-
culating the local p-value under the background-only hy-
pothesis using Rfit as the test statistic. This p-value ex-
presses the probability to obtain the value of Rfit ob-
served in the data or larger, assuming a signal is truly
absent. These p-values are shown in Fig. 6 along with
the expected p-values assuming a SM signal is present,
separately for each value of mH . The observed p-value
as a function of mH exhibits a broad minimum and the
maximum local significance corresponds to 3.3 standard
deviations at mH = 135 GeV/c2.
The Look-Elsewhere E!ect (LEE) [46, 47] accounts

for the possibility of a background fluctuation a!ecting
the local p-value anywhere in the tested mH range. In
the mass range from 115 GeV/c2 (the prior bound from
the LEP2 direct search [16]) to 150 GeV/c2, the recon-
structed mass resolution is typically 15%, and the result-
ing LEE factor is approximately 2. Correcting for the
LEE yields a global significance of 3.1 standard devia-
tions. Taking into account the exclusion limits for the
SM Higgs boson mentioned earlier, there is no LEE and
we derive a significance of 2.8 standard deviations for
mH = 125 GeV/c2.
We interpret this result as evidence for the presence of

a particle that is produced in association with a W or
Z boson and decays to a bottom-antibottom quark pair.
The excess seen in the data is most significant in the mass
range between 120 and 135 GeV/c2, and is consistent
with production of the SM Higgs boson within this mass
range. Assuming a Higgs boson exists in this mass range,
these results provide a direct probe of its coupling to b
quarks.
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• Signal strength for 125 GeV

• Signal strength for 135 GeV

28

However, the dependence of the reduced decay branching fractions of a non-standard Higgs
boson Hi on the reduced couplings is more involved. First, the partial widths !(Hi ! X)
have to be rescaled correspondingly:

!(Hi ! bb) = (cDi
)2 " !(HSM ! bb) ,

!(Hi ! WW (!)) = (cVi
)2 " !(HSM ! WW (!)) , (3)

!(Hi ! !!) = (c!i)
2 " !(HSM ! !!), etc.

Hence the total width is

!Tot(Hi) = (cDi
)2 " !(HSM ! bb) + (cVi

)2 " !(HSM ! WW (!)) + . . . (4)

where we have shown only the dominant contributions. Finally the reduced branching
fractions are

BR(Hi ! X)

BR(HSM ! X)
=

!(Hi ! X)

!(HSM ! X)
"

!Tot(HSM)

!Tot(Hi)
. (5)

The reduced signal rates of Eq. (1) can then be computed in terms of the reduced couplings,
Eqs. (2) and (5).

If two Higgs bosons with masses of about 125 GeV and 136 GeV exist, one must distin-
guish Higgs search channels with high mass resolution for which it is possible to measure
the masses and reduced signal rates separately (the !! and ZZ modes) from Higgs search
channels with low mass resolution to which the contributions from the two states can over-
lap (the WW , bb and "" modes). Let us begin with the present situation in the high mass
resolution channels.

1) A Higgs boson H1 at 125–126 GeV

The dominant production process allowing for the observation of a Higgs boson in the
!! mode at the LHC is ggF . The best fits to R!!

1 (ggF ) from the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations are both significantly larger than 1: R!!

1 (ggF ) # 1.8 ± 0.5 (ATLAS [5]),
R!!

1 (ggF ) # 1.5± 0.5 (CMS [6]). Combining, we estimate

R!!
1 (ggF ) # 1.66± 0.36 . (6)

In addition, both collaborations have studied events with two additional forward jets to
which the contribution from V BF is dominant. At CMS, combining the 7 TeV dijet tag and
8 TeV dijet tight results, yields R!!

1 (V BF ) $ 2.6±1.3 [6]; note that here the V BF category
contains roughly 25% ggF production. For ATLAS, we obtain R!!

1 (V BF ) $ 2.7 ± 1.5 [5]
(with unspecified ggF contamination). Subsequently we merely assume R!!

1 (V BF ) > 1.
The ggF process also dominates the Higgs signal in the ZZ channel. The best fits

to RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations are both consistent with 1:
RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) # 1.4± 0.6 (ATLAS [5]), RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) # 0.75± 0.5 (CMS [6]). Combining, we
estimate

RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) # 1.02± 0.38 . (7)

2) A Higgs boson H2 at 135–136 GeV

In the !! mode, CMS has observed an excess of events of about two standard deviations
around 136 GeV [2, 6], the excess being a bit larger for the 7 TeV data than for the 8 TeV
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have to be rescaled correspondingly:
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)2 " !(HSM ! bb) ,

!(Hi ! WW (!)) = (cVi
)2 " !(HSM ! WW (!)) , (3)

!(Hi ! !!) = (c!i)
2 " !(HSM ! !!), etc.

Hence the total width is

!Tot(Hi) = (cDi
)2 " !(HSM ! bb) + (cVi

)2 " !(HSM ! WW (!)) + . . . (4)

where we have shown only the dominant contributions. Finally the reduced branching
fractions are

BR(Hi ! X)

BR(HSM ! X)
=

!(Hi ! X)

!(HSM ! X)
"

!Tot(HSM)

!Tot(Hi)
. (5)

The reduced signal rates of Eq. (1) can then be computed in terms of the reduced couplings,
Eqs. (2) and (5).
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guish Higgs search channels with high mass resolution for which it is possible to measure
the masses and reduced signal rates separately (the !! and ZZ modes) from Higgs search
channels with low mass resolution to which the contributions from the two states can over-
lap (the WW , bb and "" modes). Let us begin with the present situation in the high mass
resolution channels.

1) A Higgs boson H1 at 125–126 GeV
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!! mode at the LHC is ggF . The best fits to R!!

1 (ggF ) from the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations are both significantly larger than 1: R!!

1 (ggF ) # 1.8 ± 0.5 (ATLAS [5]),
R!!

1 (ggF ) # 1.5± 0.5 (CMS [6]). Combining, we estimate

R!!
1 (ggF ) # 1.66± 0.36 . (6)

In addition, both collaborations have studied events with two additional forward jets to
which the contribution from V BF is dominant. At CMS, combining the 7 TeV dijet tag and
8 TeV dijet tight results, yields R!!

1 (V BF ) $ 2.6±1.3 [6]; note that here the V BF category
contains roughly 25% ggF production. For ATLAS, we obtain R!!

1 (V BF ) $ 2.7 ± 1.5 [5]
(with unspecified ggF contamination). Subsequently we merely assume R!!

1 (V BF ) > 1.
The ggF process also dominates the Higgs signal in the ZZ channel. The best fits

to RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations are both consistent with 1:
RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) # 1.4± 0.6 (ATLAS [5]), RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) # 0.75± 0.5 (CMS [6]). Combining, we
estimate

RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) # 1.02± 0.38 . (7)

2) A Higgs boson H2 at 135–136 GeV

In the !! mode, CMS has observed an excess of events of about two standard deviations
around 136 GeV [2, 6], the excess being a bit larger for the 7 TeV data than for the 8 TeV
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data. Combining the two data sets, the corresponding reduced signal rate can be estimated
as R!!

2 (ggF ) ! 0.9 ± 0.4 (CMS). However, no excess of events at this mass was observed
by ATLAS [7]. We estimate R!!

2 (ggF ) ! 0.0 + 0.4 (ATLAS). Taken together, one obtains

R!!
2 (ggF ) ! 0.45± 0.3 . (8)

The above is a crude estimate, which could be improved by more detailed analyses and/or
more data; here we consider it as a first hint for the existence of a second state near 136 GeV
in the Higgs sector.

In the ZZ(!) mode, no excess has been observed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations
for MH " 136 GeV [7, 8]. Combining both upper bounds on the reduced signal rate, we
estimate

RZZ(!)

2 (ggF ) <" 0.2 (9)

at the level of one standard deviation.
Next we turn to the low mass resolution channels. In the !! channel and tagging two

jets (sensitive mostly to the V BF production mode), CMS observes a deficit with respect to
the background-only hypothesis assuming MH " 125 GeV [2,11]. Hence R""

1 (V BF ) should
be as small as possible.1 Assuming MH >" 132 GeV, CMS observes an excess of events [11]
of about half a standard deviation; the upper limit on R""

2 (V BF ) (for MH2 " 135 GeV) is
given as

R""
2 (V BF ) < 1.81 . (10)

In the presence of two Higgs states these values have to be reinterpreted. In principle, a state
at MH2 " 135 GeV can contribute to the signal rate obtained assuming MHSM " 125 GeV.
However, the production cross section for MH " 135 GeV is about 30% lower than for
MH " 125 GeV and, moreover, the mass resolution is not very well known (estimated as
15–20% in [11]). Subsequently we assume that the contribution to the signal rate obtained
assuming MHSM " 125 GeV from a state at MH2 " 135 GeV is not very large, without being
able to quantify it more precisely. Conversely, the contribution to the signal rate obtained
assuming MHSM " 135 GeV from a state at MH1 " 125 GeV will not be large if R""

1 (V BF )
is small; in any case such a contribution can be tolerated given the weak bound (10).

In the bb channel, the CDF and D0 collaborations at the Tevatron (where the dominant
production mode is V H) have observed large values of Rbb(V H): Rbb

125(V H) ! 1.97+0.74#
0.68 assuming MHSM = 125 GeV, and

Rbb
135(V H) ! 3.53 + 1.26# 1.16 (11)

assuming MHSM = 135 GeV [4, 10]. CMS has also observed excesses in this channel [2, 14],
but below the expectations for a SM Higgs boson at 125 GeV. Assuming larger values of
MHSM , the excesses observed by CMS are larger (with a peak around MHSM " 130 GeV),
but have large error bars.

1In the !! + (0/1) jets channel, CMS observes a slight excess. The error bar is fairly large, however,
and taken together the 0/1 jets and V BF -tag channels still give a deficit in the !! channel. The ATLAS
result for H $ !! [13] is based on 7 TeV data only and excludes only about (4–5)% the SM rate; it is thus
inconclusive for our purpose.
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Sample point
• ‘Fit’ CMS+Tevatron Higgs signal
• Here ignore DM requirement

• At Tevatron - poor mass resolution in bb + production H1>H2

•                                                                         ~1.3
• Below central value of Tevatron
• More data at LHC (γγ) will confirm/rule out this possibility
• Search for H3 - look at decays into light Higgs/ neutralino pairs

29

! 0.617 µe! 143
" 0.253 A! 164

tan# 1.77 A" 337

MH1 125 MA1 95
MH2 136 MA2 282
MH3 289 MH± 272

Table 1: NMSSM-specific parameters and Higgs masses of a point with desired properties.
(The dimensionful parameters are given in GeV.)

Higgs Si,d Si,u Si,s cDi
cUi

cVi
cgi c#i

H1 !0.24 !0.67 0.70 !0.48 !0.77 !0.70 0.77 0.85
H2 0.54 0.51 0.67 1.09 0.58 0.71 0.54 0.66
H3 0.81 !0.54 !0.24 1.64 !0.62 -0.07 0.65 0.28

Table 2: Mixing parameters (17) and reduced couplings of the three CP-even Higgs states.

the calculations of Higgs masses, mixing angles and reduced couplings have been performed
by the code NMSSMTools 3.2.1 [29, 30] including radiative corrections to the Higgs sector
from [31].

Next we present a point in the parameter space of the general NMSSM with the de-
sired properties. For the MSSM-like soft SUSY breaking terms we choose bino, wino
and gluino masses M1=220 GeV, M2=400 GeV and M3=1100 GeV respectively, squark
masses of 1500 GeV for the first two generations and the right-handed b-squarks, 1000 GeV
for sleptons and the other third generation squarks, and finally At = Ab = !2500 GeV,
A$ = !1000 GeV. The NMSSM-specific input parameters are listed in Table 1, together
with the resulting masses of the various Higgs states.

The decompositions Si,j and the reduced couplings of the 3 CP-even Higgs states are
given in Table 2. We see that the Higgs states are strongly mixed, both H1 and H2 having
large SU(2) doublet and singlet components. H1 has the smallest cD component, which
leads to an increase of the reduced branching fraction into $$ as discussed above. However,
the partial width !(H1 " $$) also receives an additional NMSSM-specific contribution of
# 20% from higgsino-like charginos with m%̃±

1
= 126 GeV in the loop; this possibility was

mentioned previously in [20, 28].
Finally, we give the reduced branching fractions for the CP-even Higgs bosons in Table 3,

and their signal rates relative to SM expectations in Table 4.
Let us now examine the extent to which these signal rates have the desired properties

listed in Section 2. We observe that R##
1 (ggF ), RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ), R##
2 (ggF ) and RZZ(!)

2 (ggF )
satisfy Eqs. (6), (7), (8) and (9), respectively. Note that R##

1 (V BF ) is also enhanced,
in agreement with the observations. In the %% channel, R$$

1 (V BF ) = Rbb
1 (V H) is indeed

suppressed, as is R$$
1 (ggF ). R$$

2 (V BF ) is not enhanced but, as discussed in Section 2,
R$$

2 (like Rbb
2 (V H)) can receive a considerable contribution from R$$

1 . For Rbb
e!(V H) as

defined in (13) we obtain Rbb
e!(V H) # 1.20, with the dominant contribution from Rbb

2 (V H).
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Higgs BR(Hi!bb)
BR(HSM!bb)

BR(Hi!V V (!))
BR(HSM!V V (!))

BR(Hi!!!)
BR(HSM!!!)

H1 0.73 1.52 2.21
H2 1.46 0.62 0.54
H3 43.45 0.08 1.37

Table 3: Reduced branching fractions for the three CP-even Higgs states. Note that we

have BR(Hi!"")
BR(HSM!"") !

BR(Hi!bb)
BR(HSM!bb) , and

BR(Hi!WW (!))
BR(HSM!WW (!))

= BR(Hi!ZZ(!))
BR(HSM!ZZ(!))

" BR(Hi!V V (!))
BR(HSM!V V (!))

.

Higgs R!!(ggF ) R!!(V BF ) RV V (!)
(ggF ) RV V (!)

(V H) Rbb(V H) R"" (ggF )
H1 1.30 1.09 0.90 0.75 0.36 0.42
H2 0.16 0.27 0.18 0.31 0.74 0.43
H3 0.58 0.01 0.04 0.004 0.23 19.6

Table 4: Reduced signal rates for the three CP-even Higgs states. Note that
RV V (!)

(V BF ) = RV V (!)
(V H), and R"" (V BF ) ! Rbb(V H).

This value coincides with the large excess given in (11) (assuming a single Higgs state at
135 GeV) only within about two standard deviations, but at least exceeds the SM value.
Finally, the signal rates in the WW (") channel via V H are consistent with the present
limits.

The third CP-even Higgs state H3 with mass of about 290 GeV has properties similar
to the heavy scalar Higgs H in the MSSM, in that it has an enhanced signal rate in
the gg # H3 # bb/!! channels and suppressed couplings to electroweak gauge bosons.
However, due to the low value of tan", which is typical for NMSSM scenarios such as the
one discussed here, the present constraints on such a state from direct searches [32, 33] as
well as the B-physics constraints implemented in NMSSMTools 3.2.0 are well satisfied.

Finally we have also attempted to look for similar scenarios in the Higgs sector of the
semi-constrained NMSSM [23, 27, 34], where one requires universal soft SUSY breaking
terms at the GUT scale except for the Higgs soft-SUSY-breaking mass terms and the
NMSSM-specific trilinear couplings A# and A$. In fact, one can find scenarios where H1

and H2 have masses of about 125 and 136 GeV, respectively. However, we did not find any
points where the constraints (6) to (9) are all satisfied simultaneously; at least one of the
conditions on R!!

1 (ggF ), R!!
2 (ggF ) or RZZ(!)

2 (ggF ) has to be relaxed to find valid points.
For example, we can satisfy Eqs. (6), (7), (9) (and (10)), but then R!!

2 (ggF ) turns out too
low, R!!

2 (ggF ) ! 0.06. Or we can satisfy (7)–(10), but then R!!
1 (ggF ) ! 1.3. Moreover,

Rbb
2 (V H) is never large, making it di!cult to explain the Tevatron result in this channel.

4 Conclusions

In the present paper we propose that the best fit to the Tevatron results in the bb channel
and to the mild excesses at CMS in the ## channel at 136 GeV and in the !! channel above
132 GeV could point towards a second Higgs state with this mass. In the NMSSM, where
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It is clear that the central value of (11) is di!cult to explain: the V H production cross
section ! c2V cannot be enhanced with respect to the SM, and the SM Higgs branching
fraction of " 40% for MHSM = 135 GeV can be enhanced at most by a factor of 2.5 in the
unphysical limit cD # $.

Using the second of Eqs. (2) and the same reduced couplings of Higgs bosons to b-quarks
and ! -leptons, one finds

Rbb(V H) = R!! (V BF ) (12)

for all Higgs states. If R!!
1 (V BF ) is as small as observed by CMS, the values for Rbb(V H)

measured at the Tevatron should originate primarily from H2 with MH2 " 135–136 GeV;
this possibility is one of the main advantages of the present proposal. However, the con-
tribution of H1 to the signal rate Rbb(V H) obtained assuming MHSM " 135 GeV can still
be sizable, since the production cross section of H1 is " 30% larger. Assuming a mass
resolution worse than 10 GeV, Rbb

135(V H) in (11) would correspond to

Rbb
e!(V H) % Rbb

2 (V H) + 1.3&Rbb
1 (V H) . (13)

(In addition, the contribution from H2 to the signal rate Rbb
125(V H) should be as large as

possible.)
In the WW (!) channel (with V H-tag), all collaborations have observed excesses over

a large mass range up to MH " 150 GeV [1–3, 9]. Given the low mass resolution in this
channel and the correspondingly large error bars, the measured values of RWW (!)

(V H) do
not impose additional constraints on a scenario with two Higgs bosons at 125–126 and
135–136 GeV.

What are the consequences of the above results on the reduced couplings of the two
Higgs bosons proposed here? First, the enhanced signal rate R""

1 (ggF ) at 125–126 GeV,
Eq. (6), has to be explained. It has been observed in several publications [15–28] that the
branching fraction of a non-standard Higgs boson into "" is enhanced if its coupling cD
to down-type quarks is reduced — a reduction of cD reduces the (dominant) partial width
into bb and hence the total width "Tot; in turn, a reduced "Tot in the denominator of (5)
will increase the (reduced) branching fraction into "". (Furthermore the reduced coupling
cg1 " cU1 of H1 to gluons should not be small.) If cD coincides with the reduced coupling
to ! -leptons, a reduced branching fraction of H1 into !! fits well with the small value of
R!!

1 (V BF ) observed by CMS. Of course, due to (12), a reduced signal rate of H1 into bb in
V H would be in obvious conflict with the Tevatron results if no other Higgs boson would
exist. Thus, the reduced coupling cD2 of H2 had better be enhanced.

A reduced total width "Tot of H1 due to a reduced partial width into bb can also increase
its branching fraction into ZZ; together with a slight reduction of cV1 and cg1 the SM-like

value of RZZ(!)

1 (ggF ) in (7) is a natural result.
For H2, the coupling cg2 " cU2 to gluons must be smaller than 1 in order to comply with

(8) and (9). However, cD2 (and hence the branching fraction into bb) should be enhanced,
and cV2 should not be small in order to comply with (11) together with (13).

In the next section we will briefly discuss the NMSSM, and present a point in the
NMSSM parameter space where H1 and H2 have masses of 125 GeV and 136 GeV, respec-
tively, and have the desired reduced couplings. (In the CP-conserving MSSM with its two
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CONCLUSION

• Higgs searches at LHC could still provide exciting news 

• Important to look for light Higgses - in particular mainly 
singlet Higgs  at 100GeV 

• NMSSM is  extension of MSSM that provide a Higgs 
125 GeV with possibly enhanced di-photon rate  and  
some extra light Higgs state
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